Using an observational sampling methodology, this study explores seat occupancy patterns found in 32 New York City subway cars under non-crowded conditions based on special attributes of otherwise 33 highly homogenous plastic bench seats. Onboard seating patterns, measured as relative seat occupancy 34 probabilities, are explained in terms of interactions between railcar design, layout, customer preferences, 35 and resulting behaviours. Prior research has generally focused on passengers distribution between cars 36 within long trains, or desirability of attributes common to all seats, rather than passengers seating 37 patterns within a single car. 
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BACKGROUND 2
Rapid transit systems around the world have differently designed rolling stock with different seating 3 layouts. Within the U.S., most transit systems have commuter-style seating where majority of seats are 4 transverse (that is, facing or back to direction of travel), with little longitudinal (i.e. sideways) seating 5 available near access and egress points. This commuter-type seating is generally provided in newer 6 systems where stop spacing is greater and travel speeds faster, like metro systems in Atlanta, Los 7
Angeles, Miami, Baltimore, and the Port Authority Transit Co. (PATCO) Philadelphia-Lindenwold 8
Speedline. Some older systems (e.g. Philadelphia) also feature this seating. 9 10
Chicago is unique-the system is in transition, with older 2200-series cars having almost entirely 11 transverse seating, while its newest 5000-series cars mostly longitudinal. A vigorous debate about 12 seating versus standee capacity culminated in a hybrid seating plan for Washington's newest cars, 13
Kawasaki's 7000-series. Boston Red Line's "South Shore cars" served Quincy on converted commuter 14 rail alignments. With longer station spacing, cars initially had transverse seating, but as the system 15 became more crowded, longitudinal seating was installed in 1985 (1) . Serious overcrowding resulted in 16 one set having all but two of its seats removed in 2008 for standing-room-only peak-hour service (2). 17 18
In contrast to the North American standard, and in common with virtually all metro systems in Asia and 19 the former Soviet Union, most of New York City's rolling stock (including Port Authority Trans-20
Hudson (PATH) trains to New Jersey) offers only longitudinal seats. This was New York's practice for 21 quite some time, perhaps due to higher ridership densities that the systems always endured. In 22
Washington's discussion, it was argued that standing capacity is more critical for providing adequate 23 rush-hour service than seats, and transverse seats remove more standing room than sitting spaces they 24 offer (3). New York was cognizant of this effect when switching to hybrid seating in 1971: 25 26
Usable standing space [...]: R-40, 304 sq. ft.; R-68, 309 sq. ft. R-68 only has 2% more usable standing 27 space than R-40 even though it is 25% longer because it seats 59% more passengers. This increase in 28 seating capacity is made at the expense of standing room (4) .
30
Seating does not exist in a vacuum. Within most transit cars, due to restrictive tunnel clearances, some 31 equipment usually must be housed underneath seats, constraining layout. Older generation of New York 32 railcars have door equipment and heaters hidden underneath bench seats. Boston's Kinkisharyo light 33 rail cars have machinery housed under single transverse seats. Layout designs must also take safety, 34 maintenance access, carbody structure, and passenger security into account. 35 36
However, even within railcars featuring entirely longitudinal bench seating, not all seats are created 37 equal, and customers have distinct preferences. Standing spots within railcars can vary in popularity as 38 well. Furthermore, on many systems like London, Tokyo, and New York, several different rolling stock 39 types are used, each with its own unique seating layout. This paper measures quantitatively and 40 illustrates how some seats and standing spots are preferred by more customers. We counted riders 41 occupying different types of seats (and standing spots) in several railcars classes on New York City 42 subways. 43 44 Obviously, relative popularity of seats is not the only variable considered by transit agencies in rolling 45 stock design, nevertheless, understanding of customer preferences is an important input to design 46 decision-making. 47 48 49 
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LITERANTURE REVIEW 2
Much research had been carried out in passenger responses to crowded conditions, customer preferences 3 for railcar amenities, and safety impacts of seating hardware and plans. 4 5 Wardman and Whelan, in their review of over 20 years of research work, studied impacts of crowding 6 within railcars on perceived values of time (5). Most recent research measured passengers per square 7 meter, providing more accurate measurements of discomforts of standing since, unlike load factor, it 8 allows for carriage layouts and ease with which crowding is accommodated. However, their research 9 focuses on fundamental questions of how much time passengers were willing to lose, and how much 10 passengers were willing to pay to avoid crowding. It does not specifically focus on relationships 11 between seating layout/railcar interior design and seat utilization, or address how seat layouts could be 12 improved to discourage unproductive behaviors. (LIRR) double-decker fleet in 1989, airline-style seats  3 in a three-by-two (3+2) configuration were tested in 10' width prototype C-1 cars (8). Decision was 4 eventually made in favour of 2+2 seating (Figure 1(c) ). LIRR itself had actually pioneered the MP-70 5 bi-level electric multiple-unit (EMU) design in 1947 (Figure 1(a) ), which utilized wasted space between 6 passengers' heads and car ceiling with facing booths of 2+2 transverse seating setup in an unique zig-7 zag up-down pattern (9); this layout was unanimously detested by passengers, operators, and 8 maintainers alike. 9 10
Seating capacity, rather than passenger behavior, seemed to have been the driving factor behind seating 11 layout design and research, as evidenced by continuing industry articles discussing how capacity of 12 trains have been "optimized" by tweaking seating layouts (10,11 For this study, every subway car was divided into spaces, each representing either a seat or standing 30 spot. For each car class, a data collection grid was laid out, with columns designated with letters, and 31 rows designated with numbers. This is similar to seat designation on commercial airliners, except they 32 only count seats, while this study counts standing spots also. Without physically marking test railcars, 33 standing spot designation necessarily involves human judgment; other researches may select different 34 criteria. Seats were divided into categories for easy differentiation (Figure 2 (b)): 35 36
• Door seat: adjacent to door, has handrail separating sitting passengers from standees in door 37 area. Excludes folding seats near operating cabs on New Technology cars. 38
• Wall (or 'end-of-car') seat: adjacent to bulkhead at the end of a car. Most wall seats are 39
longitudinal, but R-68 has two transverse wall seats. 40
• Mid-pole seat: adjacent to pole in the middle of a bench. 41
• Transverse seat: perpendicular to direction of travel. Passengers in transverse seats face either 42 forwards or backwards. Also divided into window and aisle seats. 43
• Folding seat: located near operating cabs on R-142, R-143, and Eastern Division R-160 cars. • • Door Area: standing room adjacent to a door. 8
• End-car Area: standee space close to the end-car doors. 9
• Middle Area: standing room not near doors or bulkheads. 10
• Pole: could apply to any of above areas, a standing spot within proximity of a vertical support 11 pole or post. 12 13
A single spot can belong in one or more categories. R-68's seat 41F is a transverse window seat, also a 14 wall seat (Figure 2(d) ). Location 17E on R-142 (B-car) is a door standing spot, also a pole spot, while 15 adjacent 16E is a door spot but is not within proximity of any stanchions (Figure 2( Unlike all other railcars, R-142's doorways are large enough to accommodate three longitudinal 36 standees. These cars were specifically designed for the Lexington Avenue subway-the busiest in 37
North America. Larger doors were designed to reduce dwell time in stations, and were an improvement 38 over older designs. Also, non-cabbed R-142 "B-cars" have asymmetric door arrangements-doors on 39 two sides are not directly opposite each other (Figure 3(c) ). 40 41
Based on classification of seats and standing spots, availabilities are calculated (Figure 2(a) ). These 42 capacities are slightly different from MTA loading guidelines used for capacity planning derived from 43 average floor space occupancies per passenger method (4). They also differ from builders' theoretical 44 design maximum specifications (28). This study examines desirability of space relative to each other, 45 rather than absolute space occupancies, therefore these small variations are of no consequence. 46 47 Paper revised from original submittal. 
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DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY 2
This study collected seating data on subway trains in-service, using one form for each railcar. 
SEATING PREFERENCES BY SEAT ATTRIBUTES 39
One way to visualize seating preferences is to plot probability of given type of seat being occupied in 40 one car, against probability of any seat being occupied. Probability or fraction of seats occupied is total 41 passengers occupying that seat-type divided by total seats (of that type) available in that car. Probability 42 of any seat being occupied is in fact just seated load factor (seat utilization ratio), seated load divided by 43 seating capacity. 44 45
In railcars with truly homogenous seats, only one seat type exists and occupied seats fraction is the 46 seated load factor. However, total seat homogeneity is neither achievable nor necessarily desirable, due 47 to locations of necessary hardware like doors, windows, heaters, and air conditioning equipment. As 1 soon as customers perceive some seats as better than others, these seats will likely be occupied first. 2 3 This probability snapshot of seats occupied between any en-route station pairs is valid for assessing seat 4 preferences because it captures results of complex customer behavioral dynamics in play onboard any 5 train in-service: 6 7
• Boarding customers are more likely to choose seat-types most desirable to them personally, 8 subject to constraints of seats already occupied; 9
• Most desirable seat-types could be a function of crowding levels, relative location where the 10 passenger entered the car, customer's intended length of ride, other passengers and their 11 observable behavior, and desired exit locations at customer's destination station (a smartphone 12 application (33) exists that provides passengers with station exit information); 13
• Customers do change seats as seats become available due to passengers disembarking, but seat 14 change maneuvers incur utility costs (movement effort, and risk of desired seat becoming 15 occupied mid-maneuver); to find desirable seats often requires customers to relinquish their 16 current less-desirable seats in advance of busy stops, and position themselves strategically close 17 to where seat-turnover seem likely. 18 19
Rather than trying to model this complex behavior, probability snapshots examine seat choices between 20 station stops, after dynamic phases of seat choice has played out and passengers are settled in their seats 21 in equilibrium-at least until just before next stop's arrival. We cannot fully explain seating preference, 22 only can describe it. 23 24
Results show in all car classes, New York customers overwhelmingly prefer door seats to middle seats, 25 but show no specific preference for other seat types (Figure 4(a) ). In 75-foot R-68 cars featuring both 26 transverse and longitudinal seating, customers have no real specific preference for longitudinal over 27 transverse seating (Figure 4 (e)); the <8% difference shown in lines-of-best-fit is likely not significant, in 28 any case it's a weak effect. However, passengers overwhelmingly prefer transverse window seats to 29 transverse aisle seats (Figure 4(b) ). This finding is perhaps perplexing as subways travel mainly 30 underground and there may not be much to see, but part of this data is collected on trains travelling over 31
Manhattan Bridge and on West End Line's elevated portion in Brooklyn-thus passengers may be 32 anticipating views later on in their journey. However, a weak (likely not significant) effect seem to be 33 observed at seated load factors of over 80% where curves reverse-customers seem to prefer aisle seats 34 when car is crowded, probably due to ease of access, preferring not to be "boxed in" at window seats. 35
This question should be settled by further research; this paper did not collect sufficient R-68 data for a 36 definitive conclusion. 37 38
Data is fairly scattered regarding whether customers prefer backward-facing or forward-facing 39 transverse seats (Figure 4(c) ). This could be due to low sample-each car offers only 26 transverse 40 seats and R-68 dataset is only 14 cars-but this same low sample showed an overwhelming effect in 41 window-versus-aisle (Figure 4(b) ). Lines of best fit suggests ridership effects-forward facing seats are 42 marginally preferred at seated load factors <70%, above which seat-availability constraints come into 43 play as customers gravitate towards nearest available seat regardless of direction. Alternatively, perhaps 44 preference for window seats is so strong that it overrides travel direction. 
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Page 13 1 Anecdotal off-peak observations on Boston and New Jersey commuter rail systems suggest passengers 2 there overwhelmingly prefer forward-facing seats; some railcars are equipped with "flippable" seats that 3 crews must rotate at the terminus (Figure 1(g) ). Whether this is a difference between urban and 4 suburban passengers would be an interesting research question, or perhaps higher commuter train speeds 5 may make backwards-motion more nauseating. Competitive behaviors driven by load factors of >70% 6 is telling-typical off-peak commuter rail riders rarely encounter such high loads. During peak periods, 7 disdain for middle-seats seem to trump a weak forward-facing preference, consistent with this study's 8 findings. 9 10 New Technology cars have longitudinal bench seats, but have poles mid-bench dividing each bench into 11 either 3+3 (R-143, R-160) or 3+4 (R-142) seating. Conversely, older cars (R-32, R-42, R-62) have 12 bench seating without poles therefore seats are functionally 6-to 8-abreast. Figure 4(d) shows that when 13 given choices, customers first flock to seats with adjacent partitions (i.e. door or wall seats); when 14 partitioned seats are less available, customers will settle for pole seats-not truly partitioned but offers 15 some degree of discrete separation between neighboring passengers. The dreaded middle seats are least 16 preferred. This tends to suggest dividing bench seats into several compartments using devices simple as 17 stanchions provides desirable railcar design. Indeed, on Boston Red Line's 01800-series cars, 18 longitudinal seating accommodating seven passengers between doors are divided into 2+3+2 with two 19 poles; on London's District Line C69-stock, cushioned longitudinal seats are split into 2+2 groups with 20 an armrest. 21 22 23
CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS AND STANDEES 24
To investigate relationships between loads and seating patterns, data was separated into three categories 25 by overall seat occupancy: below 40% (light loading), between 40% and 80% (medium), and above 80% 26 (heavy). Figure 5 (a) shows collected data on customer demographics as fractions of all passengers 27 (seated or standing), including other "customers" like bulk items, strollers, bags, and passengers' body 28 parts (e.g. leg) occupying more than one seat. Age is often difficult to determine by observation, thus 29 the study didn't differentiate between ages of adults; 20-year-old passengers fall into the same category 30
as 70-year-old passengers. 31 32
Prior fare collection study (34) indicated 0.8% of customers entered New York's subways with bulk 33 items that wouldn't fit through turnstiles, comparable to this study's 1.9% (Figure 5(a) ). The 1.1% 34 discrepancy perhaps indicates some bulk items or customers physically occupy more than one seat. In 35 any case, capacity consumed is <2% and tends to be less problematic when loads are heavy (1.3% when 36 seat utilization >80%), suggesting bulk items, inconsiderate, or oversized customers are not major 37 capacity consumers in New York. That same study found 1.0% of passengers are children travelling 38 with adults (both under and over 44") who did not pay a fare, comparable to this study's 1.7%. This 39 suggests about half of all children travelling with adults are properly paying a fare. 40 41
Ratio between men and women riding subways is roughly half and half ( Figure 5(a) , both 48%). As 42 seated load factors increase, both men and women are more likely to be standees, but the fall-off in 43 being able to sit is quicker for men than women. However, children are almost always able to find seats, 44 even under heavy loads. Children also account for larger ridership fraction when loads are high, likely 45 due to school commuting hours coinciding with generally higher traffic loads. giving up seats to ladies and children. Interestingly, though, women seem a little more likely to stand at 1 low load factors-further research would be needed to understand whether the effect is significant, and 2 the probable reasons. 3 4 Figure 5 (a) indicates fewer women are riding in near-empty cars (51% versus 45%). This could be time-5 of-day effects; perhaps fewer women travel when subway loads are light-or it could be women actively 6 choosing to avoid lightly patronized cars, preferring middle cars close to the train conductor, due to 7 personal security concerns. Both interpretations are consistent with common travel advice: 8 9 Don't choose an empty car. Pick one with other people in it, preferably a mixed group of men and women.
10
The same goes for the platform. Wait alongside others, exit with a crowd and don't get stranded on your Even in cars with <40% seat occupancy, standees constitute 2% of all passengers. Some people seem to 15 prefer standing over sitting-perhaps they have reasons to stand, e.g. travelling only few short stops and 16 wish to exit quickly, or needing to stabilize bulk items to prevent their rolling or falling over. 17 18 19
STANDING PREFERENCES AND "SPOT" ATTRIBUTES 20
In all car types, New Yorkers overwhelmingly prefer sitting to standing (Figure 5(c) ), although at loads 21 over 70% standing room is already being consumed in a significant way. More interesting is that seating 22 utilization above 90% required load factors of 120% to achieve, and even then seats were still left 23
vacant. This might be due to inaccessibility of certain seats from passenger congestion, or ridership 24 patterns on lines with short-haul passengers (one or two stops) resulting in customers finding it "not 25 worth it" to sit down. 26 27
Figure 5(e) shows standing customers are overwhelmingly attracted to vertical stanchions (poles), rather 28 than other support structures. Holding on to overhead leather straps ("Straphangers"), ball- • Longitudinal seating maximizes total combined seated and standing capacity, but 1+1 transverse 5 seating provides customer-preferred window seats. Although unusual, it is found on MBTA's 6
Green Line cars, and urban versions of MBTA's mid-1990s RTS buses. 7
• 2+2 or 2+1 transverse seating should be avoided in urban environments because aisle seats may 8 create blocking problems for both window seats and standees wishing to utilize the space. 9
• Where possible, designers should avoid creating "middle seats"; riders dislike them and they will 10 rarely get used-many will stand rather than sit in middle seats. Partitions, poles, handrails, or 11 even subtle visual cues like contoured seats or small gaps can segregate otherwise long benches, 12 although physical barriers might be most effective. 13
• Vertical poles and branching poles can be used to entice standees to stand in areas that do not 14 cause traffic congestion; for areas that become busy under crush loading conditions, overhead 15 supports should be used, to discourage users from standing there but nonetheless provide anchor 16 points when needed. 17
• Mid-bench partitions, in addition to crowd-attraction benefits, may also discourage patrons from 18 lying down. 19 20 Figure 6 shows how hypothetical replacement subway cars might be redesigned to maximize space 21 utilization. This conceptual redesign requires moving doors, and therefore is not feasible for retro-fit 22
projects, but when ordering new or additional cars for capacity expansion, layouts similar to o In cars with fixed forward-and-backward facing seats, should seats generally face 37 towards door-and-vestibule areas, or away from them? 38
• Should seating be as homogenous as practicable, or could various seating options be provided 39 within the same train or even a single car, allowing regular customers to gravitate towards 40 layouts they prefer? 41
• Stated preference surveys could be conducted, to determine customer perceptions of how they 42 think they would behave, rather than how they actually behave. Also, customer could be given 43 renderings of the proposed layouts and asked to rate whether they liked it or rank them relatively. 44
• Individual items of hardware (e.g. branching poles, mid-bench partitions, tables, fold-down 45 seats) could be developed and tested in cars with existing layouts, to determine if they have the 46 expected effects. 47 48
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Paper revised from original submittal. layout has the same seated capacity and the same standing room, but may have higher effective capacity 6 due to better space utilization; (c) This non-homogenous design offers a choice in seating layouts, 7 allowing longer-distance passengers to gravitate towards airline seats at car ends, and short-distance 8 riders to stand in the middle zone with no seats. 9 10 11 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 12
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